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MINUTES OF MEETING 
pr 1f7:J 

- ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY, 55th Session 
March 20, 1969 

Meetir-..g was called to order at 3 :30 P .M. by Chairman Torvinen. 

Present: Torvinen, Kean, Fry, Prince, Schouweiler, Reid, Bryan, Lowman 

Absent: Swackhamer: 

MR. TORVINEN: This is the time set to hear the following bills: AB 603, 
AB 604, AB 605, AB 606, AB 671. 

AB 603: Provides methods for proving standards of medical practice. 

MR. MCKISSICK: I received this bill from a friend of mine who wanted 
it introduced. I thought it would be a good idea because then we could 
hear both sides. 

This is on the standards of the locality. Local standards means that if 
you are injured or there is some type of accident which occurs because 
of medical treatment in the community and you can't get a doctor there 
to testify and we call in one from San Francisco they would say, where 
do you practic , doctor? He would say San Francisco and then they would 
ask do you have the same standards as here? Obviously, the answer 
would be no so he would be prevented from testifying. He could not 
make a personal comparison. 

It seems to me that with modern medicine being what it is there shouldn't 
be too much difference where he practices. 

EUGENE WAIT: Attorney, Reno: I have written a letter to the committee 
which fully states my feelings and experience in this matter. (Copies 
of letter attached to these minutes.) 

:MR. REID: I have had a limited experience in this field and it would 
be my feeling that any obstetrician, or any other specialist, should 
have the same standards here as in any other place. · 

:MR. LOWMAN: Page 2 of Mr. Wait's letter: I would rather doubt that 
we have any of the.se certified people in Gabbs. I am not sure the 
argument is well taken in that regard. 

MR. MCKISSICK: Let me give you the case of Dr. Jack P. Sargent who is I 
here with us today. Two years ago they were paying $1300 to $1400 for 
malpractice insurance for the five doctors in their clinic. This year 
they are paying $10,000. Among the 400 doctors in Nevada there is a 
total of $600,000 per year being paid for premiums on malpractice insur
ance. 

Nevada doesn't have the loss record that California has. I think they 
are lumping us in an area with California, or at least the San Fr<lncisco 
Bay area and maybe including Los Angeles, and raising our premiums 
according to the verdicts being rendered over there which are sky-high. 
I don't think this is justified. 

I think part of the reason for this might be that we don't have anything 
on the books to help the coctors. For instance, Medical Treatise. This 
means if you can't get a doctor, you can go to court and read from medical 
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books. We haven't done this, and that might be one reason for our 
high rates. j- 17•1 

Mr. McKissick then read from an article which had appeared in a Reno 
paper the day before. (Article attached to the minutes.) 

~1R. MCKISSICK: To avoid being sued, doctors are likely not to take 
risks during an operation that perhaps should be taken for the benefit 
of the patient. 

Incidentally, I know of no case that has gone to the Supreme Court con
firming these high verdicts. 

AB 604 abolishes res ipsa loquitur. The phrase means "the thing speaks 
for itself." The use of this shifts the proof to the doctor, which I 
do not think is right. 

AB 605 requires casualty insurance companies to write policies on 
reasonable rates based on Nevada's loss record. 

AB 606 establishes possibility of forming reciprocal insurance. 

Maybe we should have one more bill which could do away with or limit 
the little nuisance suits. Or maybe we could have one limiting recovery 
to $20,000, but I don't really think that is an answer. 

We are attempting to find a solution. How do we get more companies to 
write this insurance and why are the rates so high. The doctors who 

- have to pay such high costs have to pass these along to their patients. 

-

This threat of suits hurts on collection of doctors bills. The doctors 
don't dare push to collect for fear the patient will retaliate and sue 
on some trumped up thing. This is how serious the thing has become. 

DR. JACK P. SARGENT: Orthopedic surgeon from Reno: 
Mr. McKissick has covered our problem as well as I could. 

There are two areas of grave concern here. One, we have to be able to 
get malpractice insurance somewhere. Second, when we can get it we have 
to pay such high rates for it. In 1967 the total premium for the five 
doctors in our clinic for our insurance was $1800. In 1968 we paid 
$5,568. This year we are paying $9,500. 

All but a very few carriers have bailed out of malpractice insurance. 
Some still carry it but will not take any new doctors that apply. 
In May of 1968 there were suits in California totaling $2,480,000 in 
that one month alone. New York in 1968 had two verdicts exceeding one 
million dollars each. Obviously, this has increased the rates and de
creased the availability. 

The malpractice laws which exist today affect the costs of medicine in 
many ways. I find myself being over-cautious and calling consultations 
and taking X-Rays and the patient may leave with a bill of $200 because 
of the way we are forced to practice medicine. 

Why is this insurance unattractive to carriers today? Because the courts 
are making it increasingly harder for doctors to defend themselves. 
This is not true so much in Nevada as in other places. 
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A b d 1 . . f . 1 . . d. 1 1 . ;J-ldlf-"/ S roa app ication o res ipsa oquitur in me ica ma practice cou 
make it apply to a completely unexpected result which occurs, but not 
from the doctor's negligence, unless the doctor can prove otherwise. 
I was told of a trial where an anesthetic caused paralysis and it could 
never be detennined why it happened. There was a settlement of $300,000. 
One judge dissented. He said the ~ourts have singled out a class, the 
medical professio~and it is not just. It is our duty to do the best 
we can. You have to see that the patieut suffers no ill effects if we 
can. 

Another area is the use of evidentiary statutes. Another is 11 infonned 
consent." The doctor must explain to :15.s patient all of the risks 
involved. Failure to do this may involve him in a suit. Another thing 
is that we are asked to make decisions. We have very good hind sight 
but being human do not always have 100% foresight. One last area is 
the inflationary trend of the juries. 

California has attempted to solve these problems by developing laison 
between attorneys, medical and insurance, and Legislatures. They have 
done a number of things: One, is a modified application of res ipsa 
loquit~r; another is to permit the carrier to pay the bills without limiti 
liability; another is to place a statutory limit of $50,000 for all suits; 
another is a statute of limitations of one year after discovery; 
another is a cost bond of $500 to be supplied by the plaintiff; another 
concerns privileged communications, what the attorney can do with this 
information, where we can air the situation in a factual manner and see 
if the case has merit, privileged communications which cannot be supenaed. 

These are the things I have been unable to uncover why the insurance 
companies don't want to carry and if they do charge such high rates. 
I think the situation rests with the courts and their decisions in the 
malpractice suits. 

MR. TORVINEN: Let's talk about 605 and 606, this reciprocal insurance. 

MR. REID: Have any other states abolished res ipsa in medical mal
practice? 

}1R. TORVINEN: I would also like to ask Dr. Sargent a question. Do you 
have any of this California proposed legislation? Especially on res ipsa? 
I can see where this is necessary sometimes and a damn nuisance in 
other cases. We might do away with it and then there would be a case 
where a patient really needs it. 

DR. V.A. SALVADORINI: Pathologist from Reno and President of the State 
Medical Association. 

Tt~ trend seems to be in the direction that they are using this in places 
where it is very unfair. We would like some recourse on this. 

i":R. vU~I~: You might consider a statute where you would define the appli
catio~ of ~es ipsa loquitur. Like in cases where only a doctor knows 
wheth2r a nerve should be severed, but in cases where even the man in 
the street could see that they removed the wrong arm or a hip was burned 
during an operation, then that is a case for res ipsa loquitur. You 
might !~ 7 to define it as a situation where even a layman could see what 
happeneG. 
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DR. SA.LVADC_,,INI: Is it possible to lay some groundwork rules and just 
leave it hanging in the air? 

MR. MCKISSICK: Doctors make the worst defendants in the world. Maybe 
if WA pass something to put on the books such as a plaintiff bond or 
modified res ipsa loquitur etc. maybe these people who dream up these 
high rates can see we are not soft on malpractice in Nevada. 

MR. BRYAN: Are any statistics available to the committee concerning 
the number of malpractice suits in Nevada and the amounts of the re
coveries? 

WILLIAM R. MORSE: Attorney, Las Vegas. 

I don't think the number of malpractice suits has anything to do with 
it. People make these claims against the doctors and many times the 
doctors settle to avoid bad publicity. I am in sympathy with the doc
tors but I don't believe the res ipsa loquitur is the solution. 

A patient files a suit and lawyers from San Francisco fill 15 pages 
with every legal thing against the doctor they can dream up, for the 
jury to decide if there is grounds. One which I saw was on the "aband
oned theory.n They jury decided they would not nabandon" the doctor. 

If a doctor gets any judgment against him, then his insurance company 
may drop him and he will have a lot of trouble trying to get another 
carrier to write him and when he does it will be at a much higher rate. 

Doctors are in the same boat with drivers. It is strictly on an indi
vidual basis with most companies whether they will write the doctors. 
I don't think the answer is to force companies to write malpractice 
insurance. It is a specialty, as some companies have found to their 
sorrow. I can seldom find why they let these things go to trial. For 
instance, that big one in Los Angeles. At one time the plaintiff 
would have settled for alittle over $500,000 but the insurance company 
wouldn't settle and BOOM! they got hit with this huge settlement~ 

MR. REID: Question: Naturally we are trying to look out for the people 
that are supposedly injured by doctors. Do you think all the high rates 
and lawsuits hurt the treatment you give your patients? 

DR. SARGENT: There are errors of omission and errors of commission. 
You have to be sure you order something and lots of it. We order all 
these extra things to make sure we are well covered. I order many 
X-Rays which I wouldn't order if it were not for this threat. 

DR. JOPu~ BROPHY: Physician, Reno: You consider things very carefully 
especially trauma cases. A man comes in with a broken nose. I can 
see exactly what it is but I order X-Ravs which do him no good but 
protect me. We have to X--Ray all fractures. In surgery almost sub
cor.sciousiy you are thinking of this legal medical thing. It affects 
everything you do. You get to thinking of yours2lf instead of the 
patient. We live in fear of these judgments all the time. I have 
never h&d a suit but I still live in fear of it. 

I pay $900 a year for my malpractice insurance. 
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You were talking· about "infonned patients." This means that if'1'"1~'7 
going to do a tonsillectomy I must tell them that it may cause death, 
because there have been deaths from this here and there. If I tell him 
that, he will find another doctor who won't tell him that and he will 
think the other doctor is better. 

. 
MR. BRYAN: Don't the problems stem from the fact that-your rates in 
Nevada may very well be pegged to rates in California? Let's find out 
about this and then do something about it. 

MR. TORVINEN: I don't know whether we can get the information we want 
before the session is over, but if we could get figures on the amount 
paid by doctors in Nevada in premiums and the claims paid that would be 
extremely helpful to the Legislature. 

MR. MCKISSICK: 
questionaires 

I would suggest that Dr. Salvadorini send out 400 
immediately. Tell them we can't move until they answer. 

MR. WAIT: The Insurance Commissioner is with us today and does have 
some experience with the rates and expense. You might want to give 
him some authority to look into this. 

MR. TORVINEN: Mr. Mastos and I don't usually see eye to eye on things. 
He has asked for further money for his Department so he will come into 
this with his rate analysis. That is one place where he and I may agree. 

Let's have some additional verbiage on these bills so we can kill them 
in good faith. 

JAMES LORIGAN: Farmers Insurance Group. We have withdrawn most of our 
insurance on doctors. We just write hospitals now. The doctors have 
used the word "practice." . I think it is still a practice. They cannot 
do what they have to do with exactitude. 

Dr. Sargent works with four other doctors. Five into $9,500 gives 
$1900 per doctor, including employees. That is a good deal. 

Nevada is an excellent state, outstanding malpractice-wise, but we can't 
divorce ourselves from the bad guys next door. We don't have a large 
number of doctors in Nevada so we have to group with our neighbors. 
There was a $900,000 judgment in California last year and another one 
got $200,000. That has to be spread around. 

If Mr. McKissick is successful in passing this legislation, then we 
can give coverage that would be more realistic. Unfortunately, a 
doctor is a bad defendant for the insurance companies. There is always 
someone on the jury who has had what he thought was a bad experience 
with a doctor or a bill that he thought was too high and we have to take 
that into consideration. 

You might say we can divorce ourselves from California but we can '·t 
do that unless we divorce ourselves from some of these bad things that 
are happening. 

MR. REID: Would these laws we are considering, such as 605, drive 
some of the insurance companies out of Nevada? 
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-1 f• R ~-•~'MR. LORIGAN: If you were to pass 605 it is possible that all casualty 

insurance companies might leave Nevada . 

MR. REID: If law saying premiums and rates in Nevada should be based 
on our Nevada statistics, could they do that? 

MR. LORIGAN: Yes, just maybe they could do that. But-you would have 
to build in better safeguards. 

MR. REID: I have had doctors call me and tell me they just can't get 
any insurance. And they say, what are we going to do? 

DR. SALVADORINI: There are only two companies writing it in Nevada now. 

MR. MASTOS: Nevada Insurance Commissioner: With 2.Q.5_you tighten up 
the doctors' liability so he is not so wide open and you get a break 
on the rates. If the risk is high you have a high basic premium. · 

605 language is so broad you might whittle it down to 85 insurance 
companies licensed in Nevada, from the hundreds licensed now. We have 
one in receivership right now because the company was wrecked with a 
malpractice suit. 

All companies are not licensed for all types of insurance. All companies 
cannot get reinsurance markets. It is a specialty field. 

We have companies withdraw because of insufficient markets. 

As to the rates on malpractice: In a limited way we have tried to 
analyze the rates. We need this for farmers also. 

All companies not having credible experience in Nevada are allowed to 
use rates from neighboring areas. Also, they a re allowed to bring in 
their own experience. 

Mr. Torvinen has asked me to comment on 606. It does not meet the 
requirements we have instituted in SB 39, so I cannot recommend it. 
These people, with this legislation, have not sat down with anyone 
in the insurance to find out what these laws will do, 

MR. REID: $1900 a year may not be too bad in terms of what you make. 

DR. SARGENT: This is not the main problem. When the day comes that 
we cannot _ggj; this insurance I will have to turn the key. I would like 
to get some laison worked out in Nevada between legal, medical and 
insurance companies. 

MR. MASTOS: Insurance companies are in business to make a profit. If 
they don't see a profit, they will pull out. 

DR. SALVADORINI: We all have a responsibility to try to keep medical 
costs down. They are going up in hospitals and with the doctors. Every
thing is going up and this forces the cost of medical care to go up . 
This is a very clear picture we have to keep in mind. 

MR. KEA.N: Doctor, have you studied &Q§_ to any extent? 
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DR. SALVADORINI: I have read it, yes. 

MR. KEAN: This is the plan for the doctors to all get together. ~astos 
says it won't work. I agree that $100,000 is not the right aw.ount. 
If we amended that to be commensurate with what it should be, would 
that help? 

--DR. SARGENT: Where is the big loss? If it is in the lower area, maybe 
we could work up some type of reciprocal insurance arrangement. Would 
this make it more attractive from then on out? 

MR. TORVINEN: $400,000 the first years premium. Reciprocal insurance 
would act for a deductible, to act as an umbrella. 

MR. KEAN: Do you have a deductible·policy now? 

DR. SARGENT: No. This is available. Most doctors have had good ex
perience so far and have been able to get insurance without deductible. 

MR. KF.AN: I am thinking about a three-ste~ policy: 1. deductible of $1,0 
2. reciprocal, and 3. umbrella. Does this strike you as a solution for 
your insurance problem? Does this sound reasonable to you? 

DR. SARGENT: If I can be certain I can get the coverage. I would be 
happy to work with any program. 

MR. KEAN: You doctors get together and study this. 

- DR. SARGENT: We will be happy to. I believe this might become practi
cal and an approach that could be used now. 

MR. REID: What do you feel would have to be there, other than $100,000? 

MR. MASTOS: $300,000. There are a lot of problems in being in the 
insurance business yourselves that you have not even thought of. If 
there is a proper loophole plu~ where everybody doesn't think the insur
ance company is the "big daddy , that is what you have to look for and 

. then you will find companies willing to write coverage. 

DR. SALVADORINI: On AB 671. This has to do with the discovery of 
certain medical committees. In our practice we have all kinds of com
mittees that we use to see that the work in the hospitals is going 
properly. In these committee meetings we discuss in depth all the things 
going on in the hospital. These are now supenable and can be used in 
a court of law. We ask that these committees be given some type of 
immunity so that we can proceed in detail without fear that these pro
ceedings will be made public. This is needed especially in studies 
of morbidity and death. We ask for this so that we can function properly 
in our committees and do the work we are supposed to do and kee)? our 
proceedings to ourselves. We are not talking about the patients record. 

MR. FRY: Are these committee discussions recorded? 

- DR. SALVADORINI: We have used numbers instead of-names when making 
detailed reviews. 

MR. KEAN: Didn't we have this bill last session? 

MR. TORVINEN: We had one just the converse. 
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DR.. SALVADORINI: 
J- 1~::,n 

It was to make these things available for subpena. 

MR. TORVINEN: At that time it was pointed out that some of these 
tissue committees were just for the purpose of education. Sometimes, 
they were accusatory. 

DR. SALVADORINI: Every piece of tissue that is taken out is studied 
and talked about. This is a way we can police ourselve-s and it im
proves the quality of care which the people deserve. 

I would like to ask you experts: Does this bill do what we would like 
it to do? 

MR. TORVINEN: I am not sure of subsection 2. 

MR. FRY: This is taken almost verbatim from California. 

MR. WAIT: The defendant himself cannot wriggle out of testifying be
cause he was at the committee meeting. That would be the function of (a) 

The first part is a blanket immunity. 

MR. REID: You can't go and get the tapes and reports they make in 
these committee meetings. I don't believe this belongs here. 

DR. SALVADORINI: Doesn't this affect the legal, medical screening panel? 

MR. WAIT: They couldn't haul you or the tissue committee into the 
- thing. 

• 

MR. KEAN: I was just .talking to Dennis Wright and he said he could 
draw it up with clearer language. 

MR. TORVINEN: In my opinion, and from all I can get from the hearing 
we have just had, 603 we are not going to pass. ~may have some merit 
in a- completely different form. As written, it has no merit. It is 
an area for further exploration . 

. 605 is just unacceptable. We might as well forget that. 

606 may have some applicability, if we can work in with it an additional 
program of secondary coverage. I don't know if we will have time to 
get into this with the time left. 

MR. WAIT: You would not have to do that - wrap it into secondary cov
erage, if you could pass this with an increased amount - change to 
$300,000. 

MR. KEAN: You could let Mastos supervise it. 

MR. TORVINEN: I would like to hear more insurance testimony. 

MR. MCKISSICK: If we can get the tools we need, it might not be a bad 
idea . 

MR. TORVINEN: You mean 671 might not be a bad idea. 
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MR. MCKISSICK: Before the doctors walk out of here shaking their 
heads and wondering what good.it does to come talk to the Legislature, 
let's give them some assurance that there will be a study. 

MR. TORVINEN: It is impossible to tackle this kind of a thing in this 
kind of a session, I don't give a damn what yot1 say. 

AB 449: Provides right of contribution for joint tortfeasors. 

MR. WAIT: We were some of the ones w:·,o asked for this. We have anno
tated material on this and we find that the laws of Nevada operate with 
grave injustice. You can sue one, or two or everybody, but with settle
ment from any one the rest are let off. The only thing this changes 
is that it makes possible a fair share of the loss be borne by each of 
the defendants. It will encourage early settlement. It allows the 
defendants to scrap among themselves. 

I think this is fair. If more than one party caused the injury, it 
allows all responsible people to share this among themselves. 

I had a client who had been injured by two parties and he should have 
sued both parties but he refused to press a claim against one of them 
because he was the best client of his best friend. It is just "I am 
going to take it out on you, even though more people were involved." 

MR. REID: This will increase litigation. 

MR. WAIT: I am not so sure it will. There may be some cross-claims, 
that is true. 

MR. TORVINEN: I have a question for Mr. Reid. On the evening of the 
18th the question was raised how many other states have this joint 
contribution. Your answer was that you would find out. 

MR. REID: I don't have that with me, but it was 12 to 14. 

MR. WAIT: This has been thought out by many people over a lot of years. 
Because lots of states haven't adopted it doesn't persuade me that it 
isn't good. This just makes good sense and is the result of a great 
deal of study and thinking by a great many people over a great number 
of years. 

MR. BRYAN: Any comment on the California Act? Are you familiar with it? 

MR. WAIT: The Uniform Act is better than the California Act. The 
California Act allows for contribution before settlement. That, in 
turn, provides opportunity for hanky, panky between parties before the 
trial. It makes thP- "stinky" deal possible. 

MR. TORVINEN: Does 449 provide you can get out of a suit by reserving 
rights? 

MR. WAIT: Yes, and this encourages settlement if it is a good faith 
settlement. 

MR. KEAN: If Steen is sued and all five were common guilt, Steen has 
money and the judge was against all of them. Does Steen have the right 
to sue the others? 
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MR. WAIT: He would have the :i;ight to sue any of the others. That is 
.the.law now. He can go after the others who should have paid their 
share. 

MR. MCKISSICK: The reason trial lawyers don't want this is because the 
way ic is now one guy has marginal liability and the other has pretty 
good liability. Then the plaintiff can go after the qther party just 
as much as the guilty party. The plaintiff has the whip hand and we 
use it for blackmail. to get that marginal defendant to kick in some 
more money. 

MR. WAIT: Presently, if you are 100% responsible, for paying, you can't 
ask the other guy to kick in. 

MR. REID: I have a proposed bill for which I would like committee in
troduction. 

MR. TORVINEN: All in favor. 

Zel has his Resol~tion ready for the study of criminal justice. All 
those in favor of committee introduction for BDR 1899. 

MR. REID: This is a bill that would make it so you could demand a 
$300 nonresident cost bond. There is no provision now for the plaintiff 
to notify the defendant that he has filed. He can file and then right 
after take a default. This proposed bill requires notice. 

MOTION TO INTRODUCE BDR 1899 was unanimous. 

MOTION TO INTRODUCE BDR 2-1892 CARRIED. 

Meeting was adjourned at 5: 15. 
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WAIT & SHAMBERGER 
ATTORNEYS ANO COUNSELORS AT LAW 

THIRD f"L00R·275 HILL STREET 

P. 0. BOX 719 

RENO, NEVADA 89504 

Roy Lee Torvinen, Esq. 
ChAirrnan, ~Rsembly Committee on Judlciary 
Capitol .8uildin& 
c~rson City, Nevada 

Llear Roy: 

Re: Assembly Bill No. 605 
MEDICAL MALPR.J:\CTICi. IN:_., ln. 

: 329 -9291 
TELEPHONE! AREA 

702 

, \._,.,.!, 

, As you know, our practice of law is pr hila d. ly i~ea trlc ted 
to insurance defense work. In our practice, we h<1.ve ::n10,.•1..irtunity 
to tfllk wlth members of the medical profession in matter,1 r.""l.:1ting 
to our practice. It is obvious that the current .situ,:1tJ.011 con
cerning medical mRlpractice insurance is one which requir@s action 
by the Legislature, in order to preserve the same high stAnJArds 
of practice by the roedicAl profeasion. 

_ Basically> we favor the adoption of Assembly 1,1.ll No. 
605 which would require casualty insurance companies to W"'!ke 
~vailab-le to the medical, and other professional he:1lth pn,1:essior .. o, 
malpractice casualty insurance at reasonable premi.um rat ea. \.-;e 
believe that this is a reasonable regulation to be enacteJ by the 
Legislature. H0wever, we would like to recommend an amendment to 
this bill .. 

Specifically, we believe that this bi.11 should be 
· amended to apply only to those casualty insurance com,; clni e·'! doin6 
business in the State of Nevada which have an trnnuBl polic-:,• premtur: 
income in excess of $250,000.00 or perhaps $5')'),r)')0.0,), or some 
other fi~ure which will limit the applicE1ti0n of the bill to lRrg,e 
casualty insurance carriers doing business in the State of ~evada. 

We are fearful that the requirement of this bill would 
discourage new companies from making application to do business in 
the State of Nevada. However, a~ soon as a company has estRblisheJ 
itself in the State of Nevada to such an extent as to bsve a rea
sonable premium income, we then believe it would be reasonnt>le to 
require the company to make available medict;1 mAlor,ictice lnsurenc<? 
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Roy Lee Torvinen, Esq. 
Chairman. ,\ssembly Committee on Judiciary 
March 18, 1969 
Page 7 

at reasonable premium rates. 

'v,'e believe that the availabil:tty of medicnl iri,:iJ

practice insurance at reasonable premilli71 rates is vJ ta1 t.:-. 1-he 
medical profession and the existence of this ln-';1?<:"",rnce r.h,• 1.11.,j 
be guartmteed by legislation such as .Assembly l.H.11 ro. H)5. 

Thank you very much for giving us the opportunity 
to express our views on this bill. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
E.UG.ENE J. ~,P.lT, jR. 

EJt.!:dl 

cc: Howard F. McKiG!ck, Jr., Esq. 
SpeAker, Nevada State Assembly 
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THIRD F"LOOR · 275 HILL STREET 
EUGENE J. WAIT, JR 

ALLAN SHAMBERGER 

P. O. BOX 719· 

RENO, NEVADA 89504 1

329-9291 
TELE.PHONE 

ARE.,_ 702 

i 

March lb, 1969 

Roy Le .... : Torvlnt;!n • i:-.sq. 
Chairman, Asse,rnbly Committee on Judiciary 
Capitol Building 
Carson City. Nevoda 

Dear Roy: 

Re: Assembly Bill No. 6!)3 
STANDARDS OF MEOICAi.. PiU\CllCE 

In our practi.ce in the liability insurance field, 
we have had an opportunity to observe the operation of the 
"locality rule'' in medical malpractice cases in the St(ite of 
Nevada. In our opinion, the "locality rule·• is fundamentally 
importJJnt to the vital interests of the State of Nevada Bnd 
should be preserved. Accordingly, we strongly oppose Assembly 
Bill No. 603, which would destroy the "locality rule 11 in the 
State of Nevada. 

As you know, the existing law in the St8te of Nevada 
prohibits an expert witness from testifying that a hospital, 
physici8n or other practitioner of any healing art is negligent 
or careless, unless such expert witness has personal knowledge 
of the standards of pract_ice in the CoOlIDunity in whh:h the 
hospital, physician or other practitioner is engaged in practice. 
This ie a fair and just tu.le for the reaeon that a so-cAlled 
expert should uot be allowed to sit in judgment of some other 
person or organization and declare them to be negligent or care
less, unless the so-called expert is personally familiar with the 
usual standard of care practiced in the corrununity. 

This rule has existed in the St8te of Nevada for many 
years. We believe that it should be preserved in its present 
form and should not be tampered with by legislative action. 

We believe that Assembly Bill No. 603, if enacted, 
would open the door to the court, of the State of Nevada to 
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Roy rJe" T0-vln•'P, Fsq. 
Chairuwn, · .:::~embly Cocw.f ttee on Jud-f.ciAry 
March 1:,, '')69 
Page 7. 

"pt:-ofessionfl] ,,rltnesses" from out of st:~te, who wo11l.d then 
enter ou,: C( 1m:ts :1nJ µroclain, that our doctors "l1, hos,,it:11':. 
~lre nctJi6 ent ._,nJ careless because t~ .. ey L ,i...t. ~,.; '-Oaform to tnt: 
StRnd;:ird of care which exists in some other c.lty or some otber 
st;1to::, where the , onditL,ns and fnclli U ;:•s Are not thf> same ;~:~ 
those existing iu th1.: State of Nevad1. 

i.hen w~: refer to "profession:,. l witI1t~&.'.lt=,-; , we m1e:.m 
doctocs re9i.ding in other states who r.1n\re their: livin-.; fro;,1 
giving tes Unony ag1-li.ns t other doc tors and hoRpi ta ls. They ·make 
their living by finding the accused 1.bctor or hospit;;il gui1 ty of 
negligence according to their standards, even though t11e s umt.iaro 
of practice used by the accused doc tor or hos rii tn t confo c;ns ln 
every respect to the s tnndard of prac t tee in the community. i-·;e 
do not believe that our doctors and hospit~ls 1hould be subi~cteJ 
to this ki.nd of ''professional witness''. he believe that our 
doctors and hosuitals should be required to conform to ·the st;::in
dard of prActfce existing in the community ir> which the doctor o-r 
hospital is practlcing his or its proferrnion. This ~s n E.1ir 1nd 
reasonable standard to require of any prv.fr:ssiondl practicing 
person. It is n0t fAlr to require them to conform to some stan
dard which exists ln oome foreign place where the fac:tllties and 
conditions Are different. 

;,.;e fear tbat Assembly Bill No. 6:)3, tf en3cted, would 
drive out of the S tci te of Nevada many oi tt1e doc tors prac tlcing 
in small communities. For example, if a doctor oracticing in 
Gabbs, Nevada, -were r.eq0;ired to conform to the. s tan JD rd cf pr-:1c tic:::· 
of the medical profi:'s.~14,r\ in the Mayo Clinic, we are q1.d t.c: certait1 
tlrnt the doctor in G~bbG\-,, Nevada, would cornpletEJy ~bandcu his 
practice of medicine or~t least restrict it to the application 
of band-aids and the re:f;~rral of all more serious cases to doctors 
practicing in the 1:irgei,,communities. In otb8r words, a doctor 
practicing in a small col~unity would be fully justified ln refusin.'. 

·to expose himself to the danger of n lawsuit, wherein his conduct 
w.:,uld be judged by ,.,, medical ''hotshot" from Los An6eles, who had 
no knowledge of the standard of practice of the medical µrofesaion 
in Gabbs, Neveda. 
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R.e., ,ee Torvinen. l~sq. 
Chfl i rm1•P) .-\ssemb 1 y Committee on Judiciary 
M~,r·ch 18, 1969 
l'Rge 3 

In summary, we believe that Asse1.d1ly Jil1. i:~o. :) n 
would hHve ai1 extremely prejudicial effect on thE· medlcnt -;,c 
fession of the State of Neva<ln; would nave .An extreweLy i-,.-e ;t L -
cL, l effect on the best interests of the pev,)~ ,..: i.. .; :1 :·i::!,;;: . :. , , 
State of Nevada, and should be rejected. 

Incidentally, 1 noticed that Assembly bill Ne. ~ ~ 
UO('S not change the standard of practice f>r attor_ners wh•.:t"C 
attorneys are accused of malpr,1ctice. c~m we justi y clvmgint-'., 
the standard of·care a.,;pli.c<1ble to doctors ~-hen we c;1n comfnrt
ably rely~upon the "locality rule'' in actions ag.Ainst attorneys 
for ~lleged malpractice? 

Tlumk you very wuch for giving us this OVi:-or-tun 1 t J 

to express our views on this potentially disostrous bill .. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Howdrd f. McKissick, Jr., csq. 
Speaker, Nevada State Assembly 
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Insurance Rates 
Doctors Up for 

LOS ANGELES (AP) - An damages in personal injury liti
increasing number of malprac- gation. 
·tice suits in California is driving Resolutions dealing with the 
doctors' insurance premiums up pro?lems of perso~al injury ~iti
and the added expense is being gat10n, sex ed~cat1on, abortion, 

. . and other medical problems go 
. passed on to patients, the pres1- 1Jefore the convention Wednes-
dent of the California Medical day. 
Association said Saturday. Two conflicting resolutions on 
.. Dr. N':alcolm C. Todd told the sex education have been intro-
98th annual meeting of his duced. One would put the CMA 
group: "As the size and fre- on record as opposed to the 
quency of malpractice awards "amoral" approach taken to
spi.ral upwards, so do the pre- ward sex in S(:hools. The other 
miums. A physician, like other would encourage sex education 
professionals or businessmen, is classes from kindergarten 
forced to pass this financial bur- through 12th grade. 
den to his patients in the form 
of higher fees for service." 

The physicians "consider this 
a grave and potentially cata
strophic situation," he said. 

Todd, a Long Beach, Calif , 
.• surgeon, spoke to the first ses
sion of the five-day convention. 

His successor, Dr. Al MHler, 
a San Mateo proctologist. w,11 
be installed Tuesday afternoon. 

To avoid lawsuits, Todd told 
newsmen, doctors may refu;;e 
to take chances during surgery 
- even though the patient will 
surely die if the risk isn't taken. 

To combat this trend, he 5a'.d 
doctors must press for legisla
tion with a "more scientific ap
proach" to the measurement of 
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